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Abstract 
Defense computing applications are often highly demanding in terms of 

performance, reliability and security. While hardware has been improving at a 
rapid rate such that these demands may eventually be met, system software is still 
an impediment. To address this problem, we make the case for a new system 
software architecture, based on mobile agents and network (and distributed) 
computing.  In this architecture, soldiers, aircraft, ships, and tanks, are not isolated 
objects that attach themselves to a network to communicate or obtain computing 
support only when necessary.  Rather, they are an integral part of the network 
from the start, and rely on the sharing of network resources to meet their 
communication and computational demands. For robustness, this architecture must 
take into account that networks and their resources do break down, and that there 
are inherent security risks when one relies on network communication. We argue 
that a mobile-agent computing architecture provides the necessary framework for 
addressing these problems while maintaining a “network as an integrated system” 
view. 

1.  Introduction 

 Of all computing applications and systems, those used in national security and defense 
represent some of the most highly demanding in terms of performance, reliability, and security. 
Unfortunately, these demands are generally not met by current computing systems, and system 
software is the main problem. System software is what manages the hardware and provides a 
more convenient interface to the application for accessing the hardware; application software 
generally does not execute on hardware without help provided by system software. This layer of 
software between the application and the hardware includes the computer operating system, and a 
set of other software components.  These include network protocols (e.g. TCP/IP), middleware 
(i.e. a software interface and the associated routines that provide a consistent and unified 



distributed programming model for a heterogeneous set of networked computers), and 
application-support library routines.  The architecture of this system software defines its 
functionality and logical organization, and ultimately determines what power the system 
provides, and how easy it is for the user to access that power. We argue that new system software 
architectures, characterized by being network-based and highly decentralized, are needed to 
address defense application requirements. Before making our case, let us first consider the nature 
of these requirements. 

1.1  Defense Computing Requirements 

 Consider the requirements for performance, such as faster processing, larger memories, etc. 
One class of applications that pushes these requirements is simulation, as in simulated war-
fighting, monitoring of simulated battles, and simulation of complex aircraft, such as the B2 
Bomber simulator. Simulations will generally make use of all the computing power available, 
which is almost always never enough as there is always a desire for more simulating objects and 
achieving higher resolutions.  It would be highly useful and cost-effective to harness more than 
the locally-available computers when simulations (or other resource-hungry applications) are run.  
Unfortunately, there is very little cross-organization dynamic sharing of computing resources in 
the Department of Defense, not necessarily because of a lack of willingness to share, but because 
there does not exist a common base of system software to support such sharing. 

 Another performance requirement is that of real-time control, as is needed in the real-time 
operating system controlling a real B2 Bomber, or the remote control needed for UAVs 
(Unmanned Aerial Vehicles).  There is a large penalty in latency whenever network 
communication is required: intra-computer communication time (including operating system 
overhead) is typically in the range of ones to tens of microseconds, whereas inter-computer 
communication time (over networks) is typically in the range of ones to tens of milliseconds.  
While these numbers are being reduced as hardware improves, there is a physical limit due to the 
speed of light which is not insignificant. In the best case, round-trip communication time between 
objects that are one mile apart is roughly ten microseconds; for objects on different coasts of the 
United States, it is roughly thirty milliseconds.  Furthermore, channel impairments, especially for 
wireless communication, can add significant delay, i.e. many round-trip times worth of delay due 
to the need for retransmissions.  Consequently, any distributed (i.e. network-based) solution to 
computing must deal with this latency problem. 

 The second major requirement for defense applications is that of high reliability.  Critical 



systems on aircraft, ships, submarines, tanks, and the support equipment of the actual soldier, 
must perform with high levels of reliability. Approaches to improving reliability often involve 
bad assumptions, which must be avoided in any new architecture.  The first is that one can 
somehow build perfectly reliable components.  Rather, one must assume that components will 
break, and so the goal is to maintain overall system reliability in the face of non-working 
components. This is often addressed by replicating components, increasing redundancy and 
therefore avoiding single points of failure that bring down the entire system.  However, simple 
replication is not enough; one must also reduce the dependencies between replicated components 
so that failures are properly isolated.  Reducing such dependencies is difficult, especially when 
the replicated components are part of a tightly-coupled system, or simply physically close to each 
other. 

 Finally, the third major requirement is that of high security. The naive solution to the security 
problem is to build a wall around that which is to be protected.  Unfortunately, this solution is 
also based on bad assumptions, especially when the object being protected is a complex 
information system. First, one cannot make everything inside the wall flawless.  No 
implementation of computer information systems, of any reasonable complexity, is without bugs.  
One must assume there will always be bugs, and make this the point of departure for designing 
secure systems. Second, one cannot make the wall impenetrable; it must be assumed that 
anything connected to a network will be penetrated.  As far as avoiding a network connection, 
this is no longer reasonable in today’s world, as an unconnected computer is worth about as much 
as the raw metal and sand it is made of.  Network connectivity is needed for communication and 
leveraging of network-accessible resources, and these needs will only gain in importance, making 
isolation unacceptable as a solution. 

1.2  Additional Problems 

 These requirements - for high performance, high reliability, and high security - are 
compounded by the fact that defense systems are generally large and complex. Modern aircraft 
and ships are composed of huge numbers of components, and it is unclear how the organization 
of these components effects overall performance, reliability, and security, using quantitative 
metrics that provide reliable results.  Furthermore, the underlying technologies of these 
components is constantly changing and improving, often faster than the system can be built. 

 An additional problem is due to the growing reliance on COTS (Commercial Off-The-Shelf) 

hardware and software to modernize defense information systems (a good example is the worthy 



effort being made at TRANSCOM (Transportation Command)), which exacerbates the reliability 

and security problems.  Buggy software, or worse, software that contains malicious code such as 

viruses, compromises the integrity of a computer system, and commercial software is replete with 

such problems.  In fact, it is not unusual for software developers to release immature software 

with the intention of having users identify bugs as a cost-effective debugging strategy.  This is 

clearly unacceptable for critical defense applications. 

 An especially alarming problem is the increasing reliance on a small number of commercial 
operating systems, the most popular ones currently being Microsoft Windows 95 and 
Windows/NT.  The operating system is the most critical software component in any computer 
system, as it has complete access to the physical hardware (which it controls).  An operating 
system of widespread use leaves its hosting computer systems vulnerable to the same types of 
attack.  An attacker who wants to affect millions of computer systems need only find and take 
advantage of the security holes and bugs (of which there will always be some present) in the 
common operating system they use.  Given the complexity of modern operating systems (which 
require development times of many years), it is unreasonable to try to develop separate operating 
systems from scratch.  In fact, one advantage of relying on widely-used popular operating 
systems is that many of their bugs have already been discovered (not to mention their improved 
performance from years of tuning, etc.).  How does one reconcile the problem of vulnerability 
due to the reliance on a common operating system and the advantages in economies of scale that 
its widespread use brings? 

1.3  Riding the Technology Wave 

 On the positive side, computer technology continues to revolutionize information and control 

systems because of exponential improvement in hardware performance.  Moore’s Law continues 

to be an accurate indicator of hardware improvement; for example, processor speeds are doubling 

roughly every 18 months. However, it is unclear how long this progress can continue. Moore 

himself sees at least another decade’s worth of progress [7].  Beyond a decade, many resort to the 

hope of yet another break-through, which have always appeared to save the day in the past. 

 Furthermore, the economies of scale derived from commodity technologies such as PCs, and 

yes, even the more popular commercial operating systems, make them superior to special-

purpose systems, despite the problems discussed above.  The popularity of the Internet is further 

fueling these technologies, as well as new ones, such as virtual machine technology as 



exemplified by the growing acceptance of the Java Virtual Machine [6].  A virtual machine is 

essentially a software-based computer, which interprets program instructions and emulates their 

execution.  Since the virtual machine itself can be implemented on any general-purpose 

computer, it can provide a common machine base for executing programs, masking the 

heterogeneity of the actual hardware on which it runs, and therefore promoting program 

portability. 

 What is needed is a way of taking advantage of these benefits.  We seek a system software 

architecture that translates these benefits into higher levels of performance, reliability, and 

security. 

2.  The Case for Mobile-Agent Computing 

 Our thesis is that mobile-agent computing architectures can meet the performance, 

reliability, and security requirements of complex defense computing applications. By “mobile 

agents”, we simply mean processes (i.e., programs that are executing) with self-directed 

movement, able to move from one network node to another under their own control (via 

instructions that are part of their code).  Their execution is autonomous and they operate 

asynchronously, relative to the process that initiated them.  Importantly, agents can carry data and 

maintain their state as they move about.  This allows them to carry credentials (so that they may 

certifiably act on behalf of their initiator), and to pick up information as they travel, including 

returning with results. Support for mobile agents allows for dynamic problem-specific 

organizational structures, with the flexibility of moving processing and control to where it is 

needed in the system. These characteristics for asynchronous operation, autonomy, and state (and 

code) mobility, are the ingredients for scaleable performance, reliability, and security. Our 

proposed network-computing approach emphasizes distributed processing, decentralized control, 

and greater reliance on resource sharing. 

2.1  Client/Server versus Agent/Server Models 

 Mobile-agent computing is a somewhat radical departure from current common forms of 

distributed computing. The most successful and widespread forms, including those used for many 

distributed defense applications, are based on the client/server model.  It is worth considering 



what makes mobile-agent computing superior, whether the benefits outweigh the problems of 

adopting a new form of computing, and finally, whether there is a reasonable upgrade path.  We 

propose a model we call the “agent/server model,” which we will show is structurally superior to 

the client/server model, and yet can be integrated with today’s client/server-based systems. 

 In the client/server model, communication occurs between a client process and a server 

process; these processes are generally on two different machines (but they need not be).  The 

interaction is highly structured: the client sends a request to the server, and the server responds.  

The type of request, and its associated type of response, is predefined by the server; the set of 

possible requests make up the server’s interface. Generally, this interface is published so that 

programmers who build clients know what requests can be made, how to make them, and what 

type of response to expect.  The client/server model has been highly successful; most popular 

Internet applications are based on the client/server model. 

 While the client/server model is conceptually simple (which is the primary reason for its 

success), its implementation can lead to limitations regarding performance, reliability, and 

security.  One problem is that a typical request and response interaction may actually require a 

large number of messages between the client and server. Without getting into details, one reason 

for numerous messages is to support reliable communication by establishing connections, 

acknowledging previous messages, etc.  Another problem is that a client may need a lot of 

service from a server, resulting in the sending of a large number of requests to a server. 

 What are the performance implications of a large number of messages between client and 
server?  Every time a message is sent, some part (or all) of the computation must wait until the 
message is transferred, whose time is dictated by the communication latency, as well as other 
factors (e.g., queuing and congestion). As discussed earlier, network latencies are on the order of 
milliseconds or more.  This is in contrast to intra-machine interactions (between independent 
processes or between a process and the operating system) which take on the order of 
microseconds.  Inter-machine latencies, for machines that are geographically distant, will always 
remain very large (many orders of magnitude) relative to intra-machine latencies, because 
ultimately they are all limited by the speed of light. 

 How does mobile-agent computing help?  An agent is not just data, but a program that can 

encode many of the message exchanges that would normally have to occur over the network in a 

typical client/server interaction.  So, all that is needed is the for agent to be sent (which, in the 



best case, can happen in a single message transfer), and then the agent can interact with the server 

by executing directly on the server’s machine, turning all future interactions into ones that are 

intra-machine.  This can result in a significant reduction in waiting time. 

 Consequently, we see the use of agents as an extended form of the client/server model.  One 

still has a client and server, but now, the client is actually partitioned into at least two modules, 

one that is stationary and one or more that are mobile.  The mobile modules are the agents.  The 

stationary (local) part continues to function as the client.  This is illustrated in Figure 1. 
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FIGURE 1. An agent-based application: the application is composed of a 
local part that remains stationary, and a set of agents that are mobile. 

 Taking the simple case of a single agent, a typical interaction with a server occurs as follows.  

The client, rather than sending a request to the server, sends an agent.  The agent arrives at the 

server, and executes, generally making requests that would have been individually sent by the 

client under the client/server model.  When complete, the agent may send results back to the 

client, or actually delivers the results itself to the client. 

 We call this model of interaction the “agent/server model”.  This model is attractive because 

it allows for code relocation, reducing the number of message exchanges between client and 

server.  An additional (and perhaps more important) advantage of code relocation is that it allows 

the placement of code near the data on which it needs to operate. Consider the case where the 

server has a large data file which the client needs to inspect and compute a small result, such as a 

yes/no answer as to whether some item exists in the data file.  In the client/server model, the 

client would request the data from the server, wait until it was transferred in its entirety, and then 

inspect and process it to determine the answer.  In the agent/server model, the client sends an 



agent to the server, and the inspection is done by the agent at the server’s location. This is 

illustrated in Figure 2. This has positive performance implications: there is no data transfer time 

except for the result, at the cost of agent transfer time which is expected to be much smaller. This 

is a common argument in favor of mobile agents [1].  It also has security implications, because 

the data is never sent out over the network (assuming appropriate control over the agent’s 

operation); we discuss this below.  
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FIGURE 2. In the client/server model, a request for a large data set so that 
the client may extract a simple result may involve the exchange of a large 
number of messages between client and server, with the last being a large 
data transfer. In the agent/server model, the client sends an agent to the 
server. The agent carries out the same request on behalf of the client as in the 
client/server model, except that this interaction takes place locally on a 
server’s machine. The agent can then process the data and send back the 
result (which is expected to be much smaller than the data).  A major 
reduction in latency and bandwidth usage can result. 

 Another advantage is the ability to support “disconnected operation” [5].  Once the agent is 

successfully transferred, it operates autonomously and asynchronously relative to the sending 

process (the stationary part of the client).  Consequently, if for some reason the client and server 



machines become disconnected, the agent can continue to operate on behalf of the client.  

Assuming the disconnection is temporary, the agent can send or deliver the results when network 

connectivity is re-established.  This has important reliability implications, directly addressing 

defense survivability requirements.  For example, consider the soldier in the battlefield who 

needs some information which requires a search of remote databases.  As long as the soldier can 

get an information-searching agent off the ground so to speak and onto the network, the agent can 

operate autonomously and asynchronously, even though the soldier’s communication channel 

link may periodically go down.  When the agent obtains the result, it monitors the channel; when 

the channel is up, it delivers the result to the soldier (and keeps trying if delivery is interrupted). 

 Note that the use of agents is not limited to clients per se.  A server can itself use agents to 

obtain services from other servers (in this case, the server is actually acting as a client). 

2.2  Promoting Scaleable Performance, Reliability, and Security 

 The agent/server model promotes scalability of performance, reliability, and security.  The 

agent is the granule or unit of scalability: the more agents, the greater the level of performance, 

reliability, or security.  Since agents are dynamic structures (they can be created and destroyed on 

demand), one can scale up and down according to need while taking cost into consideration.  

Since these factors can change over time, having a dynamic scaling mechanism is important.  Let 

us now consider how agents support scalability, specifically in terms of performance, reliability, 

and security. 

 Defense computing applications often have bursty resource requirements.  These resources 

may be processing time, memory space, etc.  Agents are the consumers of these resources; when 

consumption needs to increase, the number of agents can be increased.  One must also be able to 

find available resources, and then move to them since consumption often implies direct access 

(e.g., to consume a processor’s processing time, execution must take place on that processor).  

That agents are mobile allows them to dynamically move to available resources, as shown in 

Figure 3.  Agents can communicate between themselves.  This allows a cooperative set of agents 

to scatter about a network, locate themselves on available resources, and then inter-communicate 

intermediate and final results, effectively aggregating the distributed resource power to meet an 

overall performance requirement. 
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FIGURE 3. An agent-based application sends out one or more agents to make 
use of remote resources. During their computations, they may communicate 
with each other to exchange and aggregate intermediate results to determine 
a single final result. 

 The autonomous and asynchronous operation of agents promotes reliability.  By replicating a 

computation, where each component is embodied in a separate agent that operates independently 

of its creating source (see Figure 4), one can use standard well-known techniques to improve 

reliability.  Upon completion of a replicated computation, the agents can establish a quorum and 

vote to determine a reliable result, withstanding malfunctioning agents (or malfunctioning 

resources that the agents use) and partitioned networks. A large body of work exists in the area of 

distributed algorithms that promote fault tolerance, including voting and agreement protocols, 

and techniques for establishing data persistence. 
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FIGURE 4. Replicated agents carry out multiple instances of a computation 
using independent resources. Upon completion, all or a necessary subset 
determine a single answer. Robustness depends on the number of agents and 
the degree of independence of the resources they use. 



 Perhaps the most interesting application of agents is to promote security.  Whenever sensitive 

information is sent out over a network, it is subject to being stolen.  This may occur because 

someone has tapped the network wire, or it may occur because the receiver does not adequately 

protect what it received (or worse, it may intentionally forward the information to others).  The 

only way to absolutely insure that information is not leaked is to not allow it to be removed.  In 

the agent/server model, data need not be transferred from a server to client; rather, the server can 

dictate that an agent be sent to locally inspect the data.  While at the server, the agent is free to 

read all the sensitive information to determine what it needs to know, such as a simple yes or no 

answer 

 Of course, this breaks down if the agent can send the information back, or absorb the 

information and then leave.  However, once at the server, the agent is under the server’s complete 

control (the server’s machine is executing the agent).  The server can limit what gets sent back, 

say by allowing only a small number of bits (one bit in the case of a yes/no answer) to be 

communicated, and by not allowing the agent to leave. This is illustrated in Figure 5. One must 

protect against “covert channels” (e.g., multiple agents can send back single-bit answers that 

collectively encode some portion of the information being protected).  This can be done by 

limiting the number of agents that can visit, limiting their frequency (if the information is only 

valuable for a finite time), or determining the sources on whose behalf the agents are acting and 

making some determination as to their independence. 
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FIGURE 5. Rather than allowing sensitive information to leave its confines, a 
server asks clients to send it agents so that all accesses to the information are 
local and controlled by the server. 

 However, one cannot assume that any server is impregnable, as mentioned earlier.  To 



enhance security, one can distribute the information amongst many servers (where the assumed 

advantage is that even if a small and proper subset of these servers are infiltrated, the overall 

security of the information remains preserved).  Access then requires the sending of multiple 

agents, or having a single agent visit each server; these requirements are directly supported by 

mobile-agent computing.  It is important that the server be able to determine on whose behalf the 

agent is acting; that agents can carry credentials addresses this requirement. 

 Finally, there is an important security threat that is addressed not directly by agents, but as a 

by-product of the technology used to support agents.  One problem with running any application 

is not knowing whether it will try to access resources it should not be accessing, such as local 

files.  Many popular operating systems have poor support for file protection, such that any 

application that executes on the computer system can access any file in the local file system.  An 

application that is advertised to do one thing, but in actuality tries to access files (and maybe send 

them to a remote location, or modify/destroy them, etc.), is not an uncommon security threat. 

 One solution is to not allow the application to execute directly on the physical processor, but 

rather to have an interpreter execute its instructions, effectively executing the application on a 

virtual machine.  This virtual machine can dynamically check the instructions being executed, 

such as operating system calls, attempts at self-modification or jumping to data locations (to 

execute instructions encoded in modifiable data).  While there are many other techniques to 

checking suspect code, the use of virtual machines is one of the most powerful and robust (even 

though it is very costly in terms of overhead: interpretation can slow execution down by at least 

one to two orders of magnitude).  Virtual machine technology is central to supporting mobile-

agent computing, and there is great activity in virtual machine research being driven by Java 

development tools for the World Wide Web.  Consequently, we expect that the overhead 

problems will be reduced over time (much progress has already occurred in this area, e.g. just-in-

time compilers). 

3. New Problems and a Research Agenda 

 While we have argued that the agent/server model, and more generally, mobile-agent 

computing, has significant advantages over the client/server model, it also introduces new 

problems.  First, the ability to cause havoc on a computer system is significantly increased by 



allowing foreign unknown and unchecked code to execute on it.  Viruses can now conveniently 

use the very infrastructure that supports mobile agents.  Consequently, the problem of protecting 

servers from malicious agents must be addressed.  This problem is mitigated by expecting all 

agents to be authenticated before they are allowed to execute.  When an agent arrives at a server, 

it is expected to provide credentials which can be checked in a certifiable way that the agent 

originated from a trusted source.  Such authentication technology exists; of course, one must still 

be willing to trust the source.  Alternatively, or in addition, one can monitor the agent’s actions 

and not permit malicious activities.  The ultimate form of monitoring is the emulation of each 

instruction using a virtual machine, providing the ability to check each individual instruction, but 

adding significant overhead.  There are more limited forms.  For example, to check accesses to 

operating-system-controlled resources (e.g., files), the operating system can redirect requests to 

processes set up to perform access control checks, assuming it does not already provide its own 

access control mechanism (e.g., file access permissions).  As mentioned earlier, many popular 

operating systems do not provide their own robust access control mechanisms, and for some 

resources such as processing time or memory space, few if any operating systems provide the 

needed fine-grained access control. 

 A second, and perhaps more subtle, problem is that of protecting agents from malicious 

servers.  When an agent executes at the server machine, it relies on this machine to properly 

execute its instructions.  However, the agent’s instructions can be modified, essentially “brain-

washing” the agent to carry out operations, possibly malicious ones, not intended by its author, 

and worse, certifiably on its author’s behalf.  The agent’s credentials, or valuables such as digital 

money, can be modified or stolen.  The implied negative consequences are so severe that they 

clearly outweigh any of the above-mentioned advantages of mobile-agent computing.  To address 

these problems, one can rely on authentication of servers, assuming one is willing to trust servers.  

Others solutions are possible.  One can devise “buddy systems” of agents. Assuming a particular 

service is offered by multiple servers, the agents can visit the servers, and then compare results.  

Assuming all the servers are not in collusion, e.g., a majority are determined to be independent, 

the malicious ones can be discovered.  While some problems will still occur (e.g., money stolen 

from the agent visiting the malicious server), under certain conditions they can be detected and 

the server can be avoided in the future. 



 None of these solutions lead to 100% safety.  However, they offer significant improvements 

over doing nothing, to such a degree that the advantages of mobile-agent computing, we believe, 

outweigh the remaining risks.  Indeed, the natural world can be viewed as the ultimate example 

of a successful, highly advanced, mobile-agent system.  The biological metaphor is informative.  

Cells are mobile agents: they are active, autonomous, and move about while maintaining state.  

The way biological systems solve the problems above are through diversity, layers of protection 

(a succession of physical barriers), and active systems of protection such as immune systems.  

Indeed, one promising approach to addressing the problems of mobile-agent computing systems 

is to use these very techniques from biology.  Using diversity to improve the robustness of 

operating systems is discussed in [4]. 

 In addition to these difficult security problems, there is the performance overhead problem 

introduced by the use of virtual machines to execute agents.  However, it is worth noting that 

current defense systems using hardware technology that is generally more than ten years old.  

One reason for this, among others, is that the software and hardware of these systems are so 

tightly coupled, especially due to the software’s assumptions regarding timing in hardware.  An 

important advantage of mobile-agent computing is that, through the use of virtual machines, 

hardware and application software become greatly decoupled.  This requires that the system’s 

timing constraints be expressed in logical terms (not tied to the physical machine) as part of the 

software.  The resulting system can then take advantage of hardware improvements, including 

architectural changes (which require porting of the virtual machine, and not the application).  The 

end result is that the slowdown due to virtual machines is offset by using the latest available 

hardware.  Finally, recall that there is a great deal of activity in the development of virtual 

machine technology being driven by the Internet, and so, we expect that overheads due to virtual 

machines will reduce over time. 

 The above-mentioned problems are due to the introduction of mobile agents. Assuming one 

has, in place, a system software infrastructure to support mobile agents, there are higher-level 

issues that must be addressed. These are open problems that require further research: 

• Resource aggregation: How is the power of multiple resources aggregated to produce truly 

scaleable performance in a way that is transparent to the application?  We argued that an 

agent is the unit of scaleable performance.  Assuming that an application can be successfully 



partitioned into multiple agents that operate in parallel, are there common computational and 

communication structures for aggregating the results of multiple agents, effectively offering 

aggregation of resources? 

• Inherently sequential applications: Does mobile-agent computing offer any improvement for 

inherently sequential applications?  We believe the answer is yes.  Consider that a sequential 

application has various sections, each of which can potentially benefit by executing on a 

different type of machine, e.g., a floating-point operation-intensive section on a processor 

specializing in such operations, a section that accesses data on a particular machine, a section 

controlling the user’s graphical user-interface that should operate on the user’s machine, etc.  

A set of agents, one agent per section, can be dispatched so that, while they do not operate in 

parallel, they transfer control sequentially and still achieve higher performance than 

executing on any single machine.  That agents are mobile helps in part, because they can 

move to the fastest available machine at (or just in advance of) the time their part of the 

computation needs to be performed (and relocating upon determining that an even faster 

machine is available, taking into account the overhead of relocation).  How can such sections 

be identified, and how can they be automatically encoded into agents that move to the 

machine best suited to their type of required execution? 

• Inter-agent communication: how do mobile agents communicate with each other, given that 

some may move during the communication?  Current communication protocols, and their 

implementations, generally assume that the communicants are fixed, or at worst, do not 

move while communicating.  Since our arguments for scalability rely on a multiplicity of 

relocatable agents that communicate, they become limited or even break down if there is 

considerable overhead due to tracking the location of agents, or worse, if agents are not 

allowed to move at all.  How are communication protocols and their implementations 

extended (or revised) to take into account agent mobility? 

• Performance predictability: how do agents get predictable performance?  One approach to 

getting a certain level of performance is to allow an application program to request portions 

of resources, such as certain amounts of processor time and memory space, and adjust these 

requests over time to meet some overall performance requirement.  To limit resource usage, 

a server may expect an agent to pay for the resources it requests.  In fact, we believe that an 



economic incentive is necessary to encourage wide-scale resource sharing, especially at the 

level of using the processor and memory of machines owned by others.  Assuming an agent 

pays for resources, it then expects to get exactly what it pays for.  However, today’s 

operating systems are not designed to dole out resources such as processor time and memory 

space in specific quantities as requested by the executing application program. How can an 

agent automatically check the quality of the resources it gets? New research operating 

systems such as the Exokernel [2] and Fluke [3] are beginning to address this problem, but 

open questions important to solving this problem remain, including: What are the 

appropriate mechanisms and convenient interfaces to support fine-grained resource requests?  

Beyond this problem, how does an agent know it got what it paid for?  How can an agent 

automatically check the quality of the resources it gets? 

• Finally, what type of architecture best supports mobile-agent computing, with special regard 

to its ability to integrate (or build upon) existing structures in today’s Internet?  What is the 

server interface  for hosting agents?  How should agent mobility be supported, given the 

multiplicity of operating systems and languages that exist today (and for which it is expected 

that agents will use)?  How should agents and servers be authenticated?  What types of 

resources will agents be requesting, and how are they best made available?  What kind of 

execution environment, that meets all these demands, is most appropriate for mobile agents? 

 We believe that these problems form the basis for an exciting new research agenda that is 
worth pursuing vigorously. Their solutions will lead to a new way of computing, one that is truly 
distributed and decentralized, offering the potential for very large-scale resource sharing and all 
the benefits of economies of scale that comes with it.  More important, a new generation of 
applications will arise that will provide an appropriate response to the ever-increasing computing 
needs for defense in a world of increasingly complex dangers. 
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